
UC RIVERSIDE - Student Comments of Instructor,
Discussion Courses - Winter 2018 

Course:  MATH 010A Section:  011 - CALCULUS:SEVERAL VARIABLES 
Instructor:  Brandon Coya

Question # 18: YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ON YOUR GRADUATE STUDENT INSTRUCTOR'S TEACHING SKILLS ARE EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT. PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE TEXTBOX BELOW. PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO 2000 CHARACTERS.

Thanks for saving me from failing this class.

I think he did a great job simplifying the homework problems and helping us out even though our class didn't really talk. I think going over
problems during discussion was effective because that's what we lacked in lecture.

Extremely effective and prepared TA. He quite honestly taught me almost everything about calculus 10A and how to do the homework problems.
He is often available and is more than encouraging for students to ask questions. Could not have asked for a better TA.

Brandon was a good TA. He knew what he was talking about and was always prepared with homework problems or class problems to go over.
He also would e-mail us extra teachings / explanations and I found that to be super useful. Overall, he was a good teacher.

Examples are very helpful and he is very thorough when explaining problems and pushes us to ask questions.

None

He was the saving grace of Math 10A, I learned more from going to his discussion once a week than from going to lecture for a week. His highly
practical and pointed approach to mathematics was hugely helpful to cutting through the mire established by the lecture. 

To start off, I learned more from Brandon than from my actual instructor. Without Brandon, I would've been confused throughout this course.
He's very enthusiastic with what he does and seem to enjoy it. Overall, everything was good about Brandon, hope to have him again for any
future math course. 

I feel like the difficulty of math was artificially increased by our professor who only wanted to work with n variables, refused to work out any
problems, and only gave us theorems without defining any variables. Thanks for explaining things in a simple, straightforward way. I think I
speak for most of the class when I say that the only time we learned anything was either in discussion or by self studying. 

HOOOOOOOLY this man is a god. He knows what he is doing. If it wasn't for this man I would not understand anything. He makes difficult
concepts more simple. He explains everything very clearly, step by step. He does example problems and is open to any and all questions. He's
too good. I'd definitely want him as a TA again. He even was okay with us sending him emails in the future about the next level of math we would
take. Best TA I've had so far. He also looks like he can play Superman. +1 Brownie Points

sorry no one spoke in your class. i know that probably made it awkward, but thanks for always doing your best to teach us impossible math. 


